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1 How much do you know?

1. The following exercise is the same as 1.12 in the old book. Express in English the claims

made by the following sentences of FOL, where Taller(b,c) mean that b is taller than

c, and mother(x) and father(x) are complex terms taking x to its mother and father

respectively. You should try to make your English sentences as natural as possible.

(a) Taller(father(claire),father(max))

Claire’s father is taller than Max’s father.

(b) john = father(max)

John is Max’s father.

(c) Taller(claire,mother(mother(claire)))

Claire is taller than her grandmother.

(d) Taller(mother(mother(max)),mother(father(max)))

Max’s maternal grandmother is taller than his paternal grandmother.

(e) mother(melanie) = mother(claire)

Melanie and Claire have the same mother.

2. Consider a first-order language that has the names jesse, kendall, lou, maria and

nate, and the function symbols leftof(x) referring to the person to the left of x (from
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your perspective), and rightof(x) referring to the person to the right of x (from your

perspective). Furthermore the language has the predicate Taller(x,y), meaning x is

taller than y, and x=y, meaning x and y are the exact same person.

(a) Formalize the following English sentences:

i. Jesse is taller than Maria.

Taller(jesse,maria)

ii. Lou is shorter than Kendall.

Taller(kendall, lou)

iii. The person standing to the left of the person standing to the left of Nate is standing

to the right of Maria.

leftof(leftof(nate))=rightof(maria)

iv. The person standing to the right of Kendall is shorter than Maria.

Taller(maria,rightof(kendall))

(b) Jesse, Kendall, Lou, Maria and Nate (and nobody else) are lined up from tallest (on

your left) to shortest (on your right). In what order are they lined up if the above

sentences are all true?

Jesse, Maria, Kendall, Lou, Nate

2 Challenge question.

This is another one from Smullyan’s Forever Undecided: Suppose I offer you two prizes: call them

Prize 1 and Prize 2. If you make a true statement, I will give you at least one prize, and perhaps

both. If you make a false statement, I will give you nothing. Easy question: what statement could

you make if you want to win a prize? Harder question: what statement could you make in order to

be sure of winning both prizes?

I’ll take your suggestions in section!
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